A filter characterization of regular Baire spaces is given.
Many topological properties can be defined or characterized in terms of filters. Such characterizations often prove to be useful in certain situations. We prove the following theorem which gives a filter characterization of regular Baire spaces.
Theorem.
If X is a regular space, then the following are equivalent. (iv) Every countable, point finite, regular open filter base F on X which is not locally finite at any point of\JF has a cluster point.
A space X is a Baire space provided that every nonempty open subset of A^is of second category in X. As is well known, this definition is equivalent to the statement that the intersection of a countable number of dense open subsets of X is dense in X.
A space X is lightly compact (or feebly compact) provided every locally finite collection of open sets of X is finite.
An open filter base F on a space X is a nonempty collection of nonempty open subsets of X such that whenever U and V are members of F, then there exists a member W of F with W<=-Uf\ V. F is regular if whenever U is a member of F, then there exists a member V of F with Pc u. 
that (i) implies (ii). Clearly (ii) implies (iii) and (iii) implies (iv). Finally, that (iv) implies (i) will be established by the contrapositive.
If Jf is not a Baire space, then it has a nonempty open subspace U which is of first category in X, and hence in itself. Therefore, by Lemma To see that & is point finite, let x e (j &'. Since U ^=\JZX Wf, x e Wi for some i; let i0 be the largest such i. Then there is a /'" such that x e WigJo. If ('>/", then clearly x $ Uu for any/ On the other hand, if z'^/0 andy>/'0-|-/0, then x ^ Utj-which can be seen by letting n = i+j-i0 and k=j0 in the definition of £/". Therefore x is in only finitely many Utj.
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To see that F is regular, let U{¡ e F'. Then To see that F cannot have a cluster point, let x e X. Since {WA is locally finite, there exist an integer n and neighborhood W of x which intersects no IF, for fs£M. This means that x <£ {Jk="cl(Wk). But i/nl<= U£L» **t, so that cl(t7nl)ccl(Ur=» »»)• Again because of the local finiteness of {WA, cl(UíL" »^=U£.» ^K^)-Therefore x$cl(UnX), so that x cannot be a cluster point of F.
Note that the hypothesis that X be a regular space in the Theorem and in Lemma 3 can be weakened to X being a quasi-regular space; that is, for every nonempty open U in X, there is a nonempty open V in X with V<^ U.
